
Our innovative and growing company is hiring for a senior instock manager. If you
are looking for an exciting place to work, please take a look at the list of
qualifications below.

Responsibilities for senior instock manager

Guiding Retail business teams in their ability to develop and execute daily,
weekly and monthly action plans that increase quality, inventory accuracy and
the overall customer experience
Create and implement inventory allocation strategies to maximize inventory
placement, turns, sales, and customer experience in conjunction with the
larger Device team
Drive improvements to demand and supply planning processes over time,
including identifying buying systems improvements and improving overall
supply chain efficiency
Become the EU Devices subject matter expert for demand planning, in-stock,
supply chain, and multi-channel supply planning processes
Management and ownership of total product lifecycle from new product
launch to end of life
Own and communicate demand insights and supply allocation plans to key
cross functional internal stakeholders
Maintain vendor relationship and work on vendor performance improvement
through daily communication, training session, tracking purchase orders,
investigating late deliveries, resolving order rejections, working with vendors
on PO automation
Forecast and manage efficient inbound and outbound inventory flows,
including forecasting, purchasing, and receive problem solve
Ensure availability of selection for our customers and manage out of stock
situations proactively
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Qualifications for senior instock manager

Cultural awareness the ability to function well in a large global environment
and to work effectively across internal and external organizations throughout
Europe
Strong written and verbal communication skills in English, German is a plus
Process management knowledge trained in process improvement or quality
assurance, Kaizen or Six Sigma will be a plus
Leas new features and systems implementations
10 + years of experience in Supply Chain, Planning, or Inventory Management
or equivalent experience such as Consulting, Finance, and Operations
Superior analytical skills, with demonstrated ability to dive in and quickly
understand root cause and invent and drive scalable solutions


